24 Cause and effect
affect (v) AWL
as a result (phr) AWL
associate with (adj) AWL
cause (n)
consequence (n) AWL
effect (n)
factor (n) AWL
ineffective (adj) AWL
lead to (phrasal v) AWL
link (n) AWL
mean (v)
reason (n)
risk (n)
so as to (phr)

25 Similarities and differences
a great deal (phr) AWL
alternative (adj) AWL
as well as (phr) AWL
by far (phr) AWL
compare (v)
equally (adv) AWL
resemble (v)
separate (adj) AWL
similarly (adv) AWL
similar to (adj) AWL
to some extent (phr) AWL
unique (adj) AWL
unlike (prep)
various (adj) AWL

26 Problems and solutions
accident (n)
address (v)
aim to (v)
disaster (n) AWL
disposal (n) AWL
emergency (n)
enforce (v) AWL
issue (n) AWL
lack of (n)
minimize (v) AWL
problem (n)
quality (n)
regulation (n) AWL
solution (n)
successfully (adv)
suffer (v)
take into account (phr)

27 Information and evidence
assume (v) AWL
available (adj) AWL
collect (v)
definition (n) AWL
evidence (n) AWL
expert (n) AWL
explain (v)
for example (phr)
in detail (phr)
in fact (phr)
in the form of (phr)
item (n) AWL
knowledge (n)
obtain (v) AWL
source (n) AWL
terminology (n)

28 Research
activity (n) AWL
analysis (n) AWL
conduct (v) AWL
findings (n) AWL
method (n) AWL
organize (v)
project (n) AWL
record (v)
research (n) AWL
researcher (n) AWL
respond (v)
results (n) AWL
show (v)
study (n)
suggest (v)
survey (n) AWL

29 Opinions
approve of (phrasal v)
argue (v)
attitude (n) AWL
believe (v)
consider (v)
critic (n)
definitely (adv) AWL
in terms of (phr)
in turn (phr)
justify (v) AWL
opinion (n)
point of view (n)
presume (v) AWL
public opinion (n)
view (n)

30 Theory
based on (adj)
concept (n) AWL
explain (v)
model (n)
persuade (v)
predict (v) AWL
prediction (n) AWL
principle (n) AWL
propose (v)
prove (v)
put forward (phrasal v)
relationship (n)
set out (phrasal v)
theory (n) AWL

31 Positive evaluation
accurate (adj) AWL
achieve (v) AWL
advantage (n)
appropriate (adj) AWL
benefit (n) AWL
convincing (adj) AWL
efficient (adj)
goal (n)
ingesting (adj)
popular (adj)
positive (adj) AWL
precise (adj) AWL
successful (adj)

32 Negative evaluation
absent (adj)
avoid (v)
bias (n)
blame (v)
challenging (adj) AWL
criticism (n)
disadvantage (n)
effort (n)
false (adj)
harmful (adj)
mistake (n)
negative (adj) AWL
pressure (n)
risk (n)
threat (n)
weakness (n)